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IKTi^CDUCTICII

Kesidual stresses frequently called "locked-up" stresses or

"internel" stresses, have been defined by Grov;an (1) as those existing

in bodies upon which no external forces are acting. Residual stresses

are developed in metals to some dcjsree by every commercial fabricating

process: v/eldinir, casting, heat treating, forming, nachining, grinding,

plating, and others. Specifically they can arise out of linequal

plastic def or-nation, causing nisfit of solute atoms and dislocations

on removal of the load; or a chenical change, for instance, may alter

a part of the body and similarly produce residual stresses. There ai^e

also nany other v/ays of creating these stresses.

Hesidual stresses generjilly fell into tv/o categories. First,

those v;hich result v?hen external factors influence differently various

parts of a body. Thus, even though the material may be isotropic and

homogeneous, residual stresses nay be produced. Secondly, textural

inhonogeneities of the material may give rise to internal stresses

from external influences v/hich are acting uniforialy upon the body.

The residual stresses of the first group, arising for example out of a

defomation or cutting process, are often large and v/ell defined in

their distribution. They are called macrcstresses . The other group

contains residual stresses (caused, for example, by quenching a tv/o-

phase alloy) v/hich are usua.lly on a granular scale and often randomly

distributed. These are terLied inicrostresses , or residual stresses of

the second kind. The inicrostresses are, in general, uniformly tensile

or compressive in a particular grain, but tentative suggestions of a

subgranu3.ar variation have been made and have led to the idea of micro-
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stresses of the' third kind (2).

Residual stresses in isetals have a technological importance

because of their manifold and diverse effects. It is well understood

that residual stresses play fundamental roles in plastic deforr.ation

,

in crack initiation, in brittle fracture, and in fatigae crack grov/th

(3). Depending on their nature and distribution in a metal, residual

stresses can delay or h'asten fatigue failures. Fortunately, the magni-

tude and direction of the residual stresses in metals, to some extent,

can be changed so as to avoid difficulties or gain advantages. The

removal or reduction in the intensity of residual stress is knovm as

stress-relief. This naY be accorapiished either by heating or by mech-
I

anical working operations.

One of the main problems at present associated with the use of

metal-; is that of residual stress. The passing of time has led to more

pov^erful engines, more speed and a higher loading of parts and more

concern with reliability. As indicated previously, residual stresses

may be introduced either intentionally or accidentally as a result of

mechsnical, thermal, and metallurgical operations. This in turn has

led to increased interest in residual stresses and their effects, both

good and bad, on reliability and ultimate performance. Ilumerous

investigations of measuring residual stresses have been made for the

past decades (2). In recent years, the X-ray diffraction method has

been the subject of considerable developmental work, and it has also

been applied to a number of practical problems. Other stress measure-

ment techniques in general are destructive to the part under study and

thereby prohibit any normal service test on that part after the stress-
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es have been evaluated. Another serious limitation to their use is

the likelihood of introducing spurious stress during the necessary

stock removal if the hardness of the sample is above very moderate

levels. Many applications of the X--ray diffraction method of measur-

ing residual stresses are bein^ studied and numerous publications aro

available cor^cerning these developrr.ents (2,^). The technique has

proved quite successful in hardened high carbon steels frora a practical

point of viev/. Hov/ever, there are still difficulties in reproducing

the ineasure;aents from laboratory to laboratory and also from instru-

raent to instruxient.

Most stress measurenent by X-ray diffraction has been performed

using a two-exposure film method or a direct reading diffractometer

.

The purpose of this v.'ork is to develop the technique of counter dif-

fractcreter stress measurement by using a laboratory specimen. The

work includes: (a) X-ray residual stress measurement of mild steel

sheet, (b) the correlation of the data with mechanically determined

values (strain gage data) , (c) an examination and discussion of

reproducibility, and (d) discussion of its applications.



THEORY

The X-raj diffraction method enables one to measure the distance

betv;een plones of atoms in netal crystals and thus to use the inter-

planar distance as a gage length for the determination of elastic strains

at the surface. Therefore, the X--ray aethod is, as in other techniques,

a Eeasurenient of strain and not stress. The method depends on the regu-

larity of atoniic planes. The interplanar spacing becor;.es a gage length

v/hicb is altered proportionately by elastic stiesses. Changes in inter-

planar spacing, produced by the stresses, divided by the original

spacing (gage length) becomes an elastic strain. The strains measured

are then converted to the stress by equations which can be developed

frori the classical theory of elasticity.

The theoretical or natheaatical developments upon which the

deteniiuation of stresses by X-ray diffraction techniques is based are

presented in most textboo2<s on X-ray diffraction and are recapitulated

in Appendix I. Figure 1 illustrates the basic tv;o-exposure method of

measuring residual stresses (or applied stresses). The interplanar

spacing of a selected family of atomic planes in the phase under study

is used as the indicator of elastic strain present. Since the penetra-

tion of the X-ray is practically limited to the surface of the order of

a fev; thousandths of an inch, it may be assumed that the stresses for

the region being investigated are parallel to the surface. The "d" is

determined at two 4* angular orientations of those planes to the surface

direction in which it is desired to measure the stress. The common

procedure is to detemine the "d" value of the planes parallel to the

surface \^ equals 0°—and again at soine chosen angle of i}*
,
usually



Fig. 1. Schematic arrangeaetit for tv;o-exposure
nethod for deteraining residual stresses,
(a) Measuring interplanar spacing for
crystallOr;,raphic planes parallel to sur-
face, (b) ileasuring spacing for planes
at angle \\> to the surface.
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cr 60° to this direction (^f).

The usual foraula for the calculation of a residual stress (or

an applied stress), 0, in a particular direction, cp, v/ith respect to

S OHIO cj.rbitrary direction in a surface is (5)

, . % ~ i -f'y * sin^ * d.j_

where is Youni;'s modulus, V is Poisson's ratio, is the angle

between the normal to the surface and the normal to the crystal planes

vhosG spacing is d^, , obtained by inclining the incident X-ray beaia to

the surface, and dj_ is the spacing of crystal planes diffracting when

the X-ray bean is incident noriaal to the surface. (Strictly speaking,

should be the spacing between planes parallel to the surface of the

specimen.) There are some acsuiiptions made in the derivation of this

formula; raost basic, perhaps, is that the diffracting material is

obeying the usual laws of elasticity for an isotropic, homogeneous

mediura. At the very surface, of course, the normixl component is zero,

and it is usually assumed that the depth of effective penetration of

the X-rays is so slight that the normal component may be assumed to be

zero. On the other hand, the stress components lying in the plane of

the surface are assumed to be totally unaffected by the presence of the

surface in so far as the X-ray diffraction measurements are concerned

(6). Therefore, the X-ray technique is stz^ictly valid for measurement

of stress in a material which is ela.stic, homogeneous, and isotropic.

•It has been found that polycrystalline metctls to a good approximation

satisfy these requirements (.k)

,

Either film or diffractometer X-ray diffraction techniques cejci

be used fox- the measurement of the interplanar spacings. Changes in
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spacinrs betv;een planes parallel to the specimen surface and planes

inclined at an angle to the surface of the speciraen can also be inter-

preted by chan£Tes in angular positions of the corresponding diffracted

beams. V/hen the measurements are icade vjith a diffractcaeter , the data

obtained are in terrr.s of the angle of diffraction 2G and it is conveni-

ent to express Eq. 1 in terras of 26. Thus:

E 1 (26^^ - 2e^,)

o = z • —7-5—f~ • cot e • p— 2.
(f

1 +
v»

sm »f c.

where 26j^ is the observed value of the diffraction angle in the nornal

or = 0° measurenent and 26^ is its value in the oblique or i}/ =

measurement. Since the cot G nay be assvjaed constant for sraall changes

in the diffraction angle 26, Eq. 2 may be written as follov/s:

0-^ = k(d^ - d^) or K(2e, - 2e^) 3-

This indicates that the stress is proportional to the shift in the

diffraction angle 26 as the angle \^ is changed.

The expression given above relating the residual stress, o , to

the change in Bragg angle, 6, makes the assumption that E and ^ are

knovra constants, v:hereas in fact they vary considerably with crystal-

lographic direction. Therefore, the use of these bulk (average) values

in the coiT.putation of stress by X-ray measuren-ents is open to criticism

Despite somewhat contradictory ex; erimental findings (7,8), most invest

igators v/-ho have used X-rays consider that the average valties of E and

V found from tensile tests induce no serious errors (^0 . For greatest

accuracy, hov/ever, it v/as recommended that the constants should be

determined for ee,ch material and experimental arrangement by making

X-ray measurements on stress-relieved specimens subjected to kno'.ra

loads.



EXPEHIKEKT/J. PEGCKDURE

I. Material

A aild steel sheet (size: 2"x l-3/8"x I/I6" ,
approximately ASS

1010) used in this experiment v.'as obtained from the Work Shop of the

Department cf Industrial Zngineerin^ , Kansas State University. A sample

of the "as received" sheet probably in the hot-worked condition was

given a 'i5 liiinutes annealing treatnent at 1^00°F and then furnace cooled

v/ithout protective atmosphere. Scales formed at the specinen surface

were reiiioved by Jescaler o2;/i;al , 2'i- hours), and final surface prepar-

ation v/as perforated by etching v;ith dilute HGl (l:10) solution.

For instri-uiental checking, it v/as desirable that a "stress-free''

sample be used. For this purpose, fine metallic filings was re.v:0ved

from the ori-;inal sample and carefully annealed at 13C0°F under the

controlled atmosphere of er^jon and hydro£;en gases. Since the particle

si-e v;as very sKall , it possessed no macrostress, and, thus, v;as assumed

to be stress-free.

II. Test Apparatus s-rid Special Fixture

A Siemens Crystc'lloflex h counter diffractometer , tv.'o strain

gages, and a Daytronic Strain Gage Plug-in Unit (Type 80) v/ere used in

this experiaont. Because of the size and shape of the specimen, it v/as

necessary to provide a special fixture to hold the specinen during the

test. The physical layout of the goniometer nay be visualized frcn the

photograph in Fig. 2. The increr:ents of strain v.-ere neasured by tv;o

strain gages raounted on the front of the sanple, while the X-ray measure-

rnents v/ere taken at the portion betv;een tv.'O strain gages.

All measurements heroin reported v.'ere taken under the follo;;ing
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Fig. 2 X-ray Spectrcsoniometer arranv-er.ent.
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experimental conditions:

Counter Diffractoaeter

Tube Chromium Filter Vanadium

Y^y j5 Beam slit 2 mm

j.:^ lif Detector slit — 0.6 nun

Counter Scintillation Seller slit Yes

Counter voltage 690

Input sensitivity — 80 per

cent transmission

Tvfo Strain Gages

Gage factor ] 2.06 ± 1/2 per cent

Resistance 120 ± .2 ohm

III. Techique

The X-ray technique used in this experinont was adopted from

thote proposed by Christonson et al. (4) and may be sumnarized as

follov.'s:

A. Choice of Radiation and Filter

For residual stress measurements the radiation and reflecting

planes are chosen such that the combination resuj.ts in diffraction at

the greatest possible value of 6 commensurate with. Bragg 's Lav/ and the

physical limitations of the X-ray equipment employed. This provides

for the greatest pos5;ible resolution of the diffracted beam. The

optimum choice for the problem at hand is chromium (CrKa) radiation.

The justifications are as follo'-.'s:

The degree of diffraction line contrast is largely related to

the success in achievin,^ a monochromatic radiation. V.'hen a film tech-
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nique is used, this is usually accomplished by placing a selective

absorbing filter between the X-ray tube and specimen. The rule for

choosing a suitable filter is this:

"Pick for the filter an element v;hose K absorption edge is

to the short-wavelength side of the Ka line of the target

material
.

" (9)

This filter is relatively effective in absorbing the Kp radiation, as

v;ell as v/hite radiation -of this general vmve-length. Eov/ever, if a

principal source of the background is fluorescent radiation fron the

sample, it is necessary to place the filter between the sample and film

(or X-ray counter when the dif fractometer is used). Choice of a proper

material, relatively opaque to the fluoresced radiation is made vfith the

aid of a table of X-ray absorption coefficients (4). This filter materi

al must selectively absorb the fluorescent radiation frcra the saaple and

the radiation of the tube target material hut not the Ka radiation of

the tube target material.

The advantage of using chromium radiation v/ith vanadivim filter

in the diffracted bean, especially for hardened steel, has been v/ell

demonstrated by Christenson and Rox-;land (10).

E. Parafocus Conditions

The usual dif x ractometer arrangement is shovm in Fig. 3*

noriiial 4^ = 0*^ position, the sample surface is alv;ays at equal angles

with the incident and diffracted beams so that radiation divergent from

the source B is diffracted at all 29 angles to a focus at A on the dif-

fractorrctor' circle. Hovvevei-, as shovm in Fig. 3b, the focusing conditi-

ons are destroyed v;hen the sample is rotated vj/ degrees such as vj/

=

This presents much difficulty if the ideal arrangement of continuously

variable and accurately radial positioning of the counter slit are
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Fi^-. 3. Diffpi-c tometer focussing- conditions:

(a) with sample in normal ^/ = , (b)

with sajnple rotated Vj; from normal
position.
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attempted. Nevertheless, good paraf ocusin^; can be obtained if the

counter slit is moved to a position on the focusins circle as described

by Gullity (ll).

The distance AS (see Fi^-. 3) vmich the counter slit nust be

moved tovrard the (^onionieter center is given by the follov/ing ec.uaticn:

- ^ cos (vv > 9 )

where R is radius of so>^iometer circle (or source to sample distance),

and = 90°~ e. Sadiation parafocus settin£;s in riiillimeters (lam) for

\^ angles of h^'^ and 60° at various 29 angles in increments of 26 are

given in Appendix V.

C. Corrections of Line Keasvirenents

The factors v/hich affect X-ray diffraction line intensity are

v/ell er.tablished cind discussed in nosb texts concerned v;ith X-ray dif-

fraction (5,9,11). The e-dependent factors are knov/n as the Polarizat-

ion, Lorentz, and absorption factors. Since the incident X-ray beani is

vmpolarized , the Polarization intensity factor v/hich arises in the

Thomson equation for scattering by an electron aay be v/ritten as follows

p _ (1 + cos'2e)

This results in the scattered radiation being stronger in the forv/ard

and backvjard directions than in a direction at right angle to the priraa-

ry beam.

The Lorentz factor cones fron certain geonetrical considerati-

ons. The total integrated intensity of a reflection fro;::; a given faaily

of pianos is characteristic of the saaple material. Hov;ever, the count-

er tube (or filni) aperture, at any one 29 position, receives only a
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portion of this total integrated intensity v/hich depends on the experi-

nental arrangement. For the pov-;der method, it has been shov/n that the

Lorontz factor is:

. 1
k sin e cos e

In Eiost tables of corrections for X-ray intensities, the

Lorentz and Polarization factors are corabdned thus:

TT5 1 1 4 cos' 26 C
= T" • sin' 6 cos e

^*

and kiiown as the Lorentz-Polarization factor. Valuer, of this factor

over the 29 range used in this experiment are plotted on Fig. and

tabulated in Appendix IV.

The absorption factor is also a geometrical factor s-nd is of

importance v;hen the mean path length of the X-rays v;ithin the sample

varies v/ith the angle of diffraction. The usual diffracto:];eter arrange

nent in u'hich the sanple surface (or the tangent to the sanple suz-face

is at equal angles v/ith the incident and diffracted beams ( 4^ = 0°)
,

makes the path length and hence the absorption factor constant and inde

pendent of the angle G. However, at all specimen angles of ^ other

than zero, the absorption becomes a function of the diffraction angle

6, Variation in the diffracted intensity v/ith respect to angle & may

be v/ritten as follov/s:

I^ = k(l - tan vj/ cot 9) 6.

Thus the S dependent absorption factor is: 1 - tan cot 6. In the

case vihcre \\f is set ec^ual to '45°> for instance, the absorption factor

is: 1 - cot G. The derivation of this relation is shovm in Appendix

III. It is further noted that this relationship does not apply to the
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l.hO

Fig. k. Variation of relative intensity v/ith

angle 2G resulting from Lorentz-Polariaation

. factor.
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common filn techniques.

To simplify the correction procedure for angles of I}/ other

than zero, the I.F and absorption factors were combined into a single

correction factor and tabulated over the ran^-e of 26 fron 15^° to 158°

for \\) an^-lec of ^5° in Appendix IV.

D. Detemination of Peak Position (Parabolic Method)

Once the necessary diffraction lines are obtained, the problem

of ho\-r to measure them remains. The usefulness of the parabolic method

is based on how well the diffraction peak is represented by a simple

parabola. This ir turn depends on the line symmetry. In order to deter-

mine the true pealc position, several techniques such as centerline , line

slope and parabolic methods have been developed by many investigators

(8). However, the technique of fitting a parabola to three poi-^ts on

the diffraction peak, developed by Koistinen and Marbur^er (12) ,
provid-

ed the most rigorous approach and is now believed to represent the best

coinpronise between speed and accuracy of measurement.

Modern diffractoneters are provided v/ith both rate meter and

scaler circuits. The rate meter, the output of which is automatically-

recorded as a function of the diffraction angle, provides a more or less

instantaneous average of the X-ray diffraction intensity. The scaler

circuit permits the accumulation and measure of the total number of

X-ray counts or photons for a given interval of time or the measure of

time required to accumulate a given number of counts. The former is

called fixed-time scaling and provides a direct measure of X-ray inten-

sities. The later is fixed-count scaling and results in the measure of

inverse intensities. It has been found that fix'sd-count scaling is the

better technique because it enables the choice and use of a constant
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probable error (^).

In the three-point parabolic method, the pealis of the diffra-

ction lines are fixed-count scaled at constant 26 intervals suitable for

outlining the particular lines being measured. Three initial neasure-

•

ments are made rapidly by accumulating,- only a relatively lov/ niuTiber- of

counts (lOjOCC or less) at each 26 position. Frora these data points,

three positions of 2*' are selected for a more accurate deternination of

the inverse intensities. A final deternination of the inverse intensi-

ties at each of the three points is obtained by accuraulatins ICO, 000 or

more counts for each points. The measured inverse intensities are

corrected for factors sensitive to 2G by multiplying the inverse inten-

sities by the appropriate factors listed in Appendix IV.

As indicated previously, LP factors are used to correct the

data obtained at Vj/ = 0° and the combined LP-absorption fe ctors are used

at angles of vj' other than zero. Koistinen and Marburger (12) have also

deaonstrated that these correction procedures improve the line symmetry.

After the points have been corrected, tiie vertex of the prabola that

v/ill fit these three points is computed by the following relation taken

from Appendix II.

26 , = 26, ^ c~f-|5-^-3^ 7.vertex 1 (2a + 2b) '

where ^ ~ *1 ~ *2

b=t^-t2

*2 ' ^3 ~ Time required to accumulate given ntimber of

..
counts at 26^, 29^, and 26^

c = 2G_ - 26-, or 26, - 26-
2 1 j> 2

The co.nputed vertex of the parabola is taken to be the best 29 value
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for the reflecting planes. Caution liiust be excercisea, hov;ever, in

using this parabolic luethod. For instance, the X-ray inverse intensity

neasurenent at three points straddling the peak should be uade at least

80 per cent up froin background. This choice of points minimizes the

effect of poor resoltution of the ^^o.-^- doublet (6). Furthermore,

Koistinen and Karburger (12) also indicated that the peali positions are

not seriously affected .by the choice of angular position for the three

data points, so long as the differences a and b are of the sarae sign.

1



RESUI.TS Al^D DISGUS3I0i!

Typical date, and coiiiputations ere cho\m in Figs. 5 and 6, and

Table 1. In Figs. 5 and 6, inverse intensities for both measurement

at - C° and '4'= ^5° v;ere talcen as the time (in seconds) required to

count to ICQ, COO phctons and are. plotted against angular position in

degrees 26 ever the most intense region of the Ka^ pealc. Since sharp

diffraction lines with good resolution vjere available, three intensity

points at equal 0.1° intervals v;ere chosen and the intensity data had

been corrected for the LP and absorption factor.

A princix^al objective of this v;ork is to shov/ that the X-ray

method is capable of laeasui-ing increments of stress over the stress

range belov/ the elastic liniit in bonding. In order to demonstrate

exporinentally that the X-ray measurements of applied stress are lin-

Cc.rly proportional to measurements made using strain gages, a special

fixture t^aiich tiust be capable of changing the angle of incidence of the

X-ray bsan upon its surface independently of the position of the count-

er was made and is shown in Fig. 2. The specimen was fitted with two

strain gages, above and belov; the radiated section of the specinen, to

determine the average strain on the surface of the sample. A compari-

son of strain gage readings to X-rsy data is given in Fig. 7j v/here the

^5*^ line corresponds to perfect agreerient. It v/as found that the comb-

ined errors of both r.ethods produced a maximvun deviation of just over

2000 psi v;hen a published value of stress factor v-as used.

It has been emphasized that the X-ray stress measurenent is the

only relis.ble method for hardened or cold-v7orked netals and its reprod-

ucibility is within JOCO or ^OCO psi (h). In the case of hardened
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Fig. 5. PeaJi position as determined frou a

parabola fitte'-l to corrected X-ray
intensity data for \\> .
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Fig. 6. Peak position as determined frora a
parabola fitted to corrected X-ray
intensity data for \^ = .
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Table 1 ,

X-ray Measureirient Of Hesidual Stresses
Dat?i And Galculntiou Sheet

Mild Steel Sheet (Siae: 2"x l~3/&"x I/I6")

CrKa Radiation, V-filter, 2 m2i Bean Slit,' 55Kv l4mA

Strain Gage Reading- = 5OO micro inchos/inch

29

vV = 0°

20n 2e_ 26-,
1 2 3

156.1 156.2 156.3

vp = if5°

26^ 26^

156.0 156.1

26,

156.2

Tirse i or

100,000
counts in sec 5^1.00 51.51 6^.08 36.06 30.5^ 32.^0

Correction
factor
(LP X Abs.)

1.32^60 1.32263 1.32066

Cori-ected
times

56.306 53-691 66.772 ih7.765 ^fO.393 42.789

a = 2.615 c = 0.1

b =13.0Sl

a ^ 7-372 c =

b = 2.396

.1

vertex
(26) = 26,+ cil"

V 1 2a + 2b
(26) = 26,+ cil^-^~

V 1 2a + 2b'

= 156.1 + 0.067

= 156.167°

= 156.0 + 0.125

= 156.125°

Residual
stress

S. S. = K (2Gj, - 26^) = (86,300) (C.OL'2) = 3,625

+ Correction 3,000

p&i

psi

6,625 psi
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Fi£. 7. Correlation data
versus mechanical

— X-ray stress
. stress.



steel, difficulties are conmonly encountered if the diffraction lines

are broad and diffuse. Since the X-ray method as applied to ordinary

polycry.stalline metals is essentially of the powder type, for mild steo

or annealed netals v;here the grain size is relatively large, an anistro

pic response of groups of grains. to applied stress nay exist as indicat

ed by Garrod (ip). On this basis, variations betv/een X-ray and bulk

values for E and V cs-^i be expected for B.nnealed mild steel. For instan

ce, it has been den.onstrated that the X-ray stress factor is about 20 -

kO per cent higher than engineering- values in hardened steels (8). For

the better accuracy, it is desirable to evaluate the stress factor K

experinsntally. Calculation of the stress factor K using different

elastic constants E and is, given in Table 2. The stress factor K'=

Kc was found to be 98,900 psi per 1° 26 in this experi.Tient using a

least square fit of the data shov/n in Fig. 8. Referring to Table 2

this Vcvlue of K is not unreasonable. The standard deviation v;as calcu-

lated to be 6l2 psi.

The absolute position of diffraction lines cannot be determined

with certainty. However, in the X-rey stress nieasurernent , it is only

desired to determine the angvilar 2© shift in the lines upon angular ^^

rotation of the specirieu with respect to the primary beam. If relative

angular positions can be assigned to the diffraction peak, those posi-

tions suffice for the determination of stress. The need for resolving

the Ka^Cp doublet for a peak is of importance according to Finch (1^0

.

The practical doublets v/ere shovm in terius of the s^Tithesizod curves.

This indicated the lack of coincidence bet^;een the Ka^^ peak and the

apparent pea.k of the doublet. Becc-.use the intensity v/ith high precisi-

on are usually taken at three points (e.g., £mgle interval 0.1° in the
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present v:ork) straddling the peak and at least 80 per cent up froa

backg^round , this choice of points can minimize the effect of poor resol

ution of the Ka^ - doublet.

The measured line intensities perhaj)s also ought to be corrected

for background radiation. Since .no simple method for properly correct-

ing for background is now available, it has been custooarily assumed

that the background is composed of tv;o ccTiporients , one of constant

intensity and another the intensity of v/hich follov.'s essenticilly the

sane 26 relation as the diffracted beam ik) . Under these conditions,

no attempts had been made to correct for backg-round in the present

v/ork. It has been stated that the correction factor (but not the an-

isotropy problem) may be ignored for mild steel v;here the (^-jj^^ '^^'^''^l-t

is resolved and the angular v/idth of the diffraction peaks is very

small (8). This requireeent v/as found to be met reasonably v/ell by the

saiiple used in this v;ork. The peak locations were directly determined

on the chart, v/ith slov; speed (e.g., l/l6° per cm), by the graphical

method and coniiared v;ith those obtained from the three-point parabola

fitting technique. The coniputed stresses are also given in Fig. 7« It

v;as found that the graphical method correlated very v/ell v/ith the three

point parabola fitting technique. ^'his indicates that no further corr-

ections Eiiy be required to line measuretr.ent in ttie case of annealed

nild steel.

Frora rsijeated neasurenents of the sar:;ple , it v/as found that

stresses as deterained by X-ray diffraction v/ere about 1000 ^jsi to 3^00

psi too lov/. Also, v^ith zero stress applied to the sanple the X-ray

measurorr.ents indicated that the sample wa.s under compression as noted

by a smaller 28 angle for = if5° than that for ^ 0°
. The same type
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of line shift v.'es noted vjhen the annealed steel filing sample was used.

This 29 angle difference v.'as of the order of 0.01° and was assLinicd to

be a result of dif fractor.ieter Kdsalii^nment ,
however, this nisalignaent

was too small to allow correction by further aligninent procedures.

Hence, a constant correction of JGOG psi was added to all measurenients

so as to place thera more nearly on an absolute basis. This v,'as neces-

sary to bring the X-ray data into the coincidence with stresses comput-

ed froru the strain gage readings.

For reliable X-ray stress measurement, the specimen surface must

be clean and. smooth. Any aechanical procedures for cleaning and smooth

ing, for instance abrading, grinding and metallographic polishing, etc.

i

Cc-:n disturb stresses at the surface ccnd unfit for the successful raeasu-

reraent unless the disturbed layer is removed. It has been suggested

that electropolishing is the cost satisfactory method for smoothing or

taking off stock (.h) . Kechanics.1 i)rocedures nay also be used if zhe

disturbed layer is thereafter renoved by electropolishing, and acid

etching is peruissible to remove scale.

The coefficient of ther-cial expansion of iron is approximately

~6 o
11x10 / C. It is appa.rent that large changes of temperature of the

specimen must be avoided v;hen small changes of Bragg angle are to be

detected in zhe study of residtial stress. In this case, the temperatu-

re of the fixture was constantly monitored at room temperature. Hence,

any thermal expansion error was negligible.

-

Conlsiderable information has been published on the application

of X-ray in stress analysis. They include residual stresses in cast-

ings, forgings, welds, and heat-treated steel objects such as ball

bearings and bearing races, machined and shot-peenod surfaces. VJith
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th-3 hel-p of X-rv.y nethod, it v;as loiind that the formation of residual

subsurface stresses so called i.aars tress inr in a case-hardened mild

steel (3.5) • Many studies are being made v.'ith the plastically deformed

'materials. It has been demonstrated that v;hen a bar is stretched plast

ically in tension and then ujiloaded, the observed shift in diffraction

peai:s indicated the presence of residual Kiacroscopic compressive stress

es at or near the surfa.ce. Hechanical methods indicated that there ivas

no residual ma.crostreES after unloading (i.e., removal of a layer from

one surface did not produce curvature in the remainder of the bar)(5).

Cullity (16) explained that this was due to a special distribution of

micros tress that was present.

In conclusion, the iollov;ing nay be summarised concerning the

X-ray aieRsurement of residual stresses on nild steel sheet, using the

conventional forLiuJ^cts in computations.

(a) The X-ray residual stress cieasureiiient appeared readily

reproducible v/ith 2000 psi cn nild steel sheet v;hen a published stress

factor (K - 86,300 psi per 1° 2G) was used. Experiaental stress factor

K' v;as found to be 9o,90C psi per 1° 2© in the present work. The least

square fit of the data yielded a standard deviation of 6l2 psi. Good

correlation of X-ray and mechanically raoasured values (strain e-S-ge

readings) was obtained. This indicates that elastic stresses can be

directly related to the 20 shift (or lattice strain) provided the

constants of p.ToportionEility are knovm.

(b) Both the X-ray counter dif fractoneter and film camera can

be used in the stress neasurenient of materials which yield sharp dif-

fraction lines with excellent ratios of peai: to background intensities.

However, in materials providing broad or diffuse diffraction lines,
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fili-J techidques are unsatisfactory beccuse proper corrections required

for certain ©-dependent factors are difficult to apply to film blacken-

ing; measure'r.ents.

(c) In the three-point parabola fitting techjiique , the parabolic

approximation v/as valid v/hen the parabola, vms fitted to the Ka^ compon-

ent of the OLj^o.^ doublet. As a result, this technique has proved to be

useful for rapidly determining the peaJc position whetlier the diffract-

ion lines cire sharp or diffuse.

(d) Advantages of the X-ray method include being ab3 e to measure

stresses in thin layers , 2 or 3 ten thousandths of an inch thick. Also

surface stresses can be pleasured nondestructively in contrast to the

necessary dissection in the esse of the nec?ianical niethods. The X-ray

method may also be used to nake sjjot checks on a surface for unifoririity

or lack of stress.

(e) Lii/iitations of the X-ray method arise chiefly iroa tiiat

inxjosed by the equipment and the size and shape of the piece rather

than by the basic principles of the method. Hov/ever, a disadvantage of

the method is that both micros tresses on the scale of grain size and

macrostresses produced by external loads are measured; hence, it is

impossible to separate stresses produced by processing from those produ-

ced by external loading (i.e., the method would not permit the evaluat-

ion of either stress individually, but merely their sum).



appsi;dix I

The Theoretical Developments of Stress
Measurecient By X-ray Diffraction Methods (k)

The basic principles involved are based on Eieasuring strain

which is then converted to tbe stress by ecuatioas developed in the

classical theory of elasticity. The X~ray nethod as described herein

will detect elastic strains only, as the method is fundaraen tally a

measure of interatonic spacini^s, which are altered by elastic stresses.

The classical theory of elasticity assuBies the material whose state of

stress is bein^^ neasiired is elastic, homogeneous and isotropic. Poly-

crystalline r.etals to a good approximation satisfy these requireanents

.

The strain t is defined as the unit chan^-e is length, that is:

AC
I-l.

If the strain was produced by stress a, acting in a single dire-

ction, Hoolie's lav; requires that:

1-2.

where E - loung's modulus. If a tensile stress o is applied along the

z direction, the metal v;ill elongate along the z direction:

e -
z E

1-5.

and contract equally along the x and y directions, and v;ill be related

to e through Poisson's ratio as follov/s:

X y 2
l-k.

By principle of superposition Me obtain;

e-iro-pCa + a)"]
X ^ L X " y z )

e = — fo - v>(o + c )1
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e = —
z

axes

,

The above equations relate the strt-in with an arbitrary set of

but nay not represent the inaximu:^ stresses within the body, which

are called principal stresses. The principal stresses , ,
and Oy

however, can be rr.ade to correspond with the principal strains e^, e^i

and respectively, by arbitrarily selecting the coordinate axis in

such a nanner in the element of volucie that the shear stresses on all

the faces are zero, thus Eqs. 1-5 can be rewritten to represent the

principal strains and principal stress:

^1= l[V^^"2^ V]

^2=l[^2-^>'v V3 ;

1-6.

If it is necsssary only to determine the sua of the principal

stresses in a surface by X-ray diffraction nethods, a single photograph

v;ill suffice. The basis for computation will be Zgs. 1-6. For exaiaple

,

assurie the principal stresses o.^ + are in th? surface plane, thus

stress c vmich is noraal to the free surface is zero, then:

To deternine z, it is merely necessary to measure the change in

interpianar spacing of planes parallel to the surface by tailing back-

reflection diffraction patterns in the stressed (d ) and unstressed

condition (d )

:

u

u
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1-8.

The above relationchip relates the siun of the principal stress-

es, and is dependent upon the ability to iiieasure the interplanar spac-

ing both stressed and unstressed conditions. The sur:i of the principal

stresses is usually of little value to the engineer; furthemore , it

may be impossible to obtain the same material in the unstressed state

-Ji nore useful quantity is the surface stress in a desired direc-

tion, which can be determined fror:! tv;o exposures of the surface. One

neasiirenient of the interplanar spacing is Eiade with the X-ray beam

nortial to the surface of the specimen '.vhoso stress is desired (dj_ ) ,

and a secoiid determination is made with the X-ray beairi inclined at a

known angle to the surface and lying in the vertical plane fixed by the

surface direction of interest (d^, ).

stress in the fcllov'ing canner:

Consider that the stress a is desired at point in the (p dir-

action of the Eetal plate of Fig. 9. It can' be obtained frorj photo-

graphs taken along the z direction (perpendicular to the plate) , and

the dirsction. The principal stresses a.^ , , and are taken paral

lei to X, y, and z, respectively, and a-j^ , » and are the components

of direction cosines of the Vf* direction relative to ti.ese axes. In

terms of experimental angles and (f, the components of direction

cosines nay be xvritten:

a^= sin cos

sin i|/ sin cp .

•.

(for exariple , hardened steels).

The interplan^ar spacings , dj_ and d are related to the desired



3^^

a^«= cos = V3. siniy 1-9*

.The norzial strain e^, in any chosen direction, is related to the

principal strains , e^i and by the components of direction cosines

c-T , , and a_ ,
resx)ectively

;

2 2 2nil d d 33
and the stress:

nil 2 2 3 3

I-IO.

I-ll.

For the stress in the v^/ direction, from Eqs. 1-9 and I-ll:

o^- o^(sinq/cos (p)^ + a^Csinif/sin cp)^

+ a^cos^vj' 1-12.

For o^, vvhen vj/ = 90°: '

= 0-, cos «p -! a.,sin cp

cp 1 2
1-15.

z

"3 •

""'4' /I
1

/ J
/ "J

/ X

Fig. 9» Relation of chosen direction of
stress to direction of principal
stresses.
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VJhen Eq. 1-9 is subsiitued into I-IU, the strain is expressed in

the vj* direction as:

e^= e^CsinVVcoa v)' + 62(51^4/ sin 9)*

+ £^COS*lJ/ I-l^.

Since the stress noraal to a free surface is zero, 0^= C, and

the values of strfiin in tei'us of stress as exijressed in Eq. 1-5 » then

Eq. I-l^ may be written* as:

Vc'2)cos%p sin*vj/ + (o^- o^)sin^ ip sin'ij7|

+ £^cos*ii^ I-l^.

which simplifies to: "
.

e - E^= --4r-—-(o- cos* cp + o sin' v) sin* vj^ I-I6.

Substitutins Eq. I-I3 into I-I6 gives:

The strain e^, is equivalent to the difference in the interplanar

spacing; of the atomic planes in the stressed and unstressed conditions

which lie perpendicular to v^, thus:

u

The strain e_ is eauivalent to the difference in the interplanar

spacing of the atomic planes in the stressed and unstressed conditions,

which lie perpendicular to the z direction, thus:

d-d
- '•

-

^

Then:
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Since the interplauar spacing in the tmstressed condition, d^,

is not determinable in most Ccises , to a close approximation this may

be written as:
d-d

- .1-21.

z

Substitutinc; Eq. 1-21 into 1-17, the convenient equation for

obtaining: the stress fron changes in interpla.nar spacing is obtained:

„ t±ZJk E 1_ J 2?O — ; TZ TV —:—5
•

ip d (1 + V) sm i{/

Instead of d , some textbooks use the notation d, , since the

determination of d (or d, ) involves "olanes v;hich are almost p^irallel

to the specinen surface, and durinj^- exposure the specinen is perpendi-

cular to the primary X-ray besjn' in film vjork, or almost perpendicular

in the case of the direct reading X-ray spectrometer.

The bulk of stress determinations by X-ra.y techniques is being

conducted v;ith X-ray spectrometer units, v;herein the position of the

diffra.cted beam is measured in terms of the angula.r position, 26, there

fore, it is convenient to express the stress Eq. 1-22 in terms of 20

rather than the interplanar spacings.

Differentiating Bragg 's lav/ v;e obtain:

~ = -cot e . Ae 1-23.

which is equivalent to:

Ad . ^ A2e '
, ^ ^,— = -cot e r— 1-24.

a 2 •

- Combining Eq. 1-2^ v/ith Eq. 1-22:

or

;
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For stress neasui'ements on a given material, for example, harden-

ed steel, the tei^ms not involving the G angle are constant and, there-

fore, Ec. 1-25 can be expressed as:

o = K . cot e (29. - 2e,„) 1-26.
Ip 1 -l- Y

(6 expressed in radians.)

In practice, the cot © term is also included into the constant,

thus the final working equation used is:

o^= K(2Gj_ - 2e^ 1-27.

v;here E = the stress factor.



' APFSIvDIX II

Fitting Farabol?. To Three Points (12)

Having- corrected the difiractioii data for &-dependent intensity

factors, the peak position niay be defined as th= vertex of a vertical

aj:is parabola fitted to the most intense portion of the diffraction

pea>:. The calculation of the vertex of the parabola is greatly simpli-

fied if the pftrabola is^ fitted to three data points spaced at equal

intervals on the x-axis.

The general equation of a parabola is:

(x - h)' = a(y - k)

where cc = constamt and h, k are the. coordinates of the vertex.

The three experimental points (x-j^ , yj_) > (y--^* c, y^) » and 2c,

y^) vmich lie on the parabola (Fig, 10) determine three simultaneous

equa.tions:

(x^- h)' = a(y^- k) ^ II-l.

(x^+ c - h)' = a(y^- k) :• II-2.

(Xj_+ 2c - h)' = a(y^- k) II-3.

Solving Eqs. II-l and II-2

:

(x^4 c - h)'- (x^- h)' = aiy^- k) - a(y^- k)

0*+ 2x^c - 2ch = a(y2- y-j^) = aa II-4.

where; ^ = Y^" i-'i

Solving Eqs. II-2 and II-3:

(x^+ c - h)'- (x^+ 2c - h)*= aij^- k) -'a(y,- k)

-3c^ - 2x-j^o + 2ch = ^.(y^- y^) = ab II-^.

vihere: b = y^- ^3
'

Solving Eqs. 11-^ and II-5 for a and equating:
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h = X, + —:r~{~ r)
1 2 a +

(h, k| (x^+ c, y^)

Axis of

Parabola

(x^+ 2c, y^)

Fig. 10. Parabola fitted to three points.

c* + 2x-j^c - 2ch -3c* - 2x^c + 2ch

where: n

^1

c

-2x^c(a + b) + 2ch(a + b) = 3ac* + be*

h = X .
1 2 a + b

Position on abscissa of vertex of parabola

Position of first dsi.ta point

Interval in x betv/een data points

a, b = Differences in vertical coordinate (y) betv^een middle data

points and data points on either side of it.

This parcibola-fitting technique v/orks equally v;ell if the y



^0

coordinate is either intensity or time.



APyZiWIl 111

Calculation Of Absorption Factor (12)

The relative integrated intensities of X-ray beams diffracted by

a specimen in a difiractometer can be calculated from basic general

principles. The use of a flat plate spcimen maJiing equal -angles v;ith

the incident and diffraction beains ( ^ = 0°) makes the absorption

factor independent of the angle G. For angles other than 0°, hov/ever,

there v.-ill be a e-dependent variation in the diffracted intensity due

to absorption. Figure 11 shov;s a beam of intensity of 1 sq. cm in

cross-section incident on a netal surface at an angle a.

Consider the energy diffracted fron: this bean by a layer of

length^ and thiclaiess dx , located at a depth x belov; the surface.

Since the incident bean undergoes absorption by the netal ever the path

length AB, the energy incident on the layer is I^expj^ -u(;lE)J v;here ]i

is the linear absorption coefficient. Letting a be the diffraction

efficiency per unit voluue , the energy diffracted by the layer of volume

^ dx is then al^exp [-]i(AB)J ^dx. This diffracted beara is decreased by

absorption through the path length EC. Thus the diffracted energy out-

side the specimen due to the layer is given by:

dl = I^exp [-vi(AB + EC)] dx III-l.

But:

/> - 1 ~ 5
r.- U" ' AE = —:

, and BC = —^ III-2sm a sm a ' sin p

Therefore ^

la
p

Since the angle tj/ is most conveniently cieasured, the follov-ing

substitutions are nade : a = 6+ i}/; p=G-vJ/ III-^.
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Fig. 11. Scheziatic representation of path
of X-rays v;ithin sample.

The total diffracted ener^fj is obtained by integrating over an

infinitely thick specimen:

- hi
• x=o

/CO I a

la.
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T - ^~ —''^ « COS t|/ - COS e sin vl^

25in G cos i|'

There f or

e

I

I a—- (1 - tan cot e) III-6.

and thus the G-de;:endent absorption factor is: 1 - tan \^ cot ©.



APPEinDIX IV

Correction Factors (k)

15^.0 77.00
15^.1 77.05
15^.2 77.10
15^0 77.15

77.20
77.25

15^.6 77.30
15^.7
15^.8 77.^0

77.^5
155.0 77.50
3-55.1 77.55
155.2 77.60
155.5 77.65
155.^ 77.70
155.5 77.75
155.6 77.80
155.7 77.85
155.8 77.90
155.9 77.95
156.0 78.00
156.1 78.05
156.2 78.10
156.3 78.15
156.^ 78.20
156.5 78.25
156.6 78.30
156.7 78.35
156.8 78.^0
156.9 7SA3
157.0 78.50
157.1 78.55
157.2 78.60
157.5 78.65
157.^ 73.70
157.5 78.75
157.6 78.80
157.7 73.85
157.8 78.90
157.9 78.95
153.0 79.00

1.05032

1.0^957
1.04919
1.04382
1.04845
1.04308
1.04772
1.04735
1.04698
1.04562
1.04626
1.04590
1.0455')
1.04518
1.04482
1.04446
1.04411
1.04375
1.04340
1 . 04305
1.04270
1 . 04235
1.04201
1.04l66
1.04132
1.04097
1.04063
1.04029
1.03995
1.03961
1.03927
1.03394
1.03861
1.03827
1.03794
1.03761
1.03728
1.03696
1.03663
1.03630

1/(4. LP. (45))

1.36559
1.36347
1.36136
1.35926
1.35716
1.35507
1.35299
1.35092
1.34885
1.3^679
1.34474
1.34270
1.3^066
1.33863
1.33660
1.35^59
1.33259
1.3305?
1.32858
1.32659
1.32460
1.32263
1.32066
1.31870
I.31674
1.31^79
1.31285
1.31091
1.30899
1.30706
1.30515
1.30324
1.30133
1.29944
1.29755
1.29567
1.29379
1.29192
1.29005
1.28320
1.28634

*LP" refers to the Lorentz-polarin^ation factor of

1 1 + coE^2e
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which is appropriate for .ni.oasured intensities at specific points.

A cos e factor (see Ho. 5) which cippropriate only for integrated inten

Bities has been emitted from the denominator.

•'a'' refers to the absorption factor of (l - tanvj'cot 6). The number

(45) in the colunn heading- refers to the \}/ angle for v/hich the factor

is applicable.

The neasured intensities are to be multiplied by the factors tabiaated

i



APPENDIX V

Radiation Parafocus Settings In Millimeters
For Psi Angles Cf /aid 60 At Various
Two-theta Angles

26 L (rin) 2G L (ntn)

130.0 108.02 146.0 79.53
131.0 106.34 147.0 77.62
132.0 10k. 6k 148.0 75.69
133.0 102.9k 149.0 73.74
13^.0 101.22 150.0 71.78
133.0 99.^:9 151.0 69.79
136. 97 • 75 152 . 57 .70
13? . 95 . 99 153.0 65 . ?5
138. Sk.22 154.0 63.70
139.0 92 . kk 155.0 61.63
l^fO. 90. 6k 156.0 59.54
\h\ . 88.83 • 157.0 57 . 42
1^^2 . 86.99 158.0 55.27
l'f3.0 85.1^ 159.0 53.10
l4^.o 83.36 ,

- 160.0 50.91
1^3.0 Zl.kz

26 L (rrja) 26 L (mm)

mo n 155.5 Q? 80

130.5 IC6.36 156.0 91.37
131 . 105.06 156.5 89.93
131.5 103,74 157.0 88.48
152.0 102.42 157.5 87 . 01

152.5 101.08 158.0 85.53
153.0 99.73 158.5 84.03
133.5 9S.37 159.0 82.51
15^.0 96.99 159.5 80.93
15^^.5 95.61 160.0 79.44
155.0 94.21

L = B - R CP = 90°- e
cos

: Source to sar.iple distance 1 or radius of gonicneter
circle ( =170

Distance that the' counter t be Lioved tov/ard the
center of gonionoter

.
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X-ray residual stress aeasurenent of r.ild steel sheet v/as discu-

ssed. The techniques are based on the tv.-o-exposure cethod and the use

of covinter diffractoiaoter. A simple fixture v/as utilized to apply a

mechanical strain to a specimen v/hich v;as then measured both X-ray

diffr£.ction and electric resistance strain gages. The radiation

employod v.'as the Ka^ of chromiun, and all measurements v/ere exclusively

taken on the 211 diffraction line. It v/as found that the combined

errors of both X-ray r.etiiod and strain gages reading produced rnaximuia

deviation of just over 20C0 psi v/hen a published value of stress factor

(e.g., K = 86,300 psi per l°2e) v/as used. An exporL-aental stress

factor V.as found to be 93,900 psi per 1^ 20 in the present work using
i

a least square fit of the data. The standard deviation was calculated

to be 6l2 psi. Good correlation of X-ray and nechanically measured

values was obtained.


